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Study Links Demographics of Law School Faculty to Demographics of 

Law Review Leadership 

NYLS builds on Ms. JD’s survey to examine gender and minority diversity among law review membership 

and leadership at ABA law schools nationwide.  

In 2010, Ms. JD conducted a survey of self-reported gender diversity data from general interest law 

reviews at the 2009 U.S. News and World Report “Top 50” law schools. The results showed that while 

overall percentages of women members of these law journals and women in leadership positions 

correlated strongly to the number of women awarded law degrees during the same time period; the 

number of women editor-in-chiefs was disproportionately low.  

In 2011, New York Law School compiled an addendum to Ms. JD’s data, surveying two samples of law 

reviews based on criteria other than the U.S. News rankings: the percentage of women and minorities 

who are full-time faculty members of ABA-accredited law schools.  New York Law School’s addendum 

found that law reviews at law schools having a high percentage of female full-time faculty and at law 

schools having a high percentage of minority full-time faculty had, on average, significantly greater 

gender diversity among their 2010-2011 student membership and leadership than law reviews at the 

“Top 50” schools surveyed by Ms. JD in 2010.  These schools also had as a higher rate of female editors-

in-chief as compared to their “Top 50” counterparts. 

Ms. JD is a nonprofit, nonpartisan community dedicated to advancing women in the legal profession. 

Founded by law students from 12 schools in 2006, Ms. JD hosts an online forum for women in all areas 

of law.  Contributors are dedicated to reinforcing and expanding the representation of women in law 

school and the legal profession. In addition to maintaining content at ms-jd.org, Ms. JD funds two annual 

scholarship programs, administers an online library of resources and research on women in the 

profession, hosts an annual conference for women in the law, conducts original research on the 

representation of women in law firm partnerships and in leadership positions on law school campuses, 

and supports over 70 law school student organizations that form the National Women Law Students’ 

Organization. 

The full Ms. JD Women on Law Review report can be found here: http://www.ms-

jd.org/files/ms._jd_lr_8.23.2010_0.pdf 

 The full NYLS Law Review Diversity Report can be found here: 

http://www.nylslawreview.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/2010-2011-Law-Review-

Diversity-Report.pdf 
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